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Yearling
Hazel Stone wants nothing more than to be a part of the hottest clique in school, the Pretty Little
Devils, but she’s stuck at a lunch table full of high school C-listers. Hazel has resigned herself to
life as a nobody—when suddenly everything changes. The PLDs invite Hazel to one of the
group’s famous parties, held at the site of one of their babysitting jobs. Before Hazel knows it,
she’s in with the in crowd—and she couldn’t be more thrilled! But nothing turns out the way she
expects. Especially when one her classmates becomes jealous of her newfound status—deadly
jealous. Author Nancy Holder weaves a wicked tale about the price of popularity, and having the
kind of friends some girls would just die for.
Miss Nelson is Missing! Random House Books for Young Readers
Dale E. Basye's most over-the-top (the Big Top, that is) adventure yet is now available in paperback. When Marlo
Fauster claims she has switched souls with her brother, she gets sent straight to Fibble, the circle of Heck reserved
for liars. But it's true—Milton and Marlo have switched places, and Marlo finds herself trapped in Milton's gross,
gangly body. She also finds herself trapped in Fibble, a three-ring media circus run by none other than P. T.
Barnum, an insane ringmaster with grandiose plans and giant, flaming pants. Meanwhile Milton, as Marlo, is
working at the devil's new television network, T.H.E.E.N.D. But there's something strange about these new
shows. Why do they all air at the same time? And are they really broadcasting to the Surface? Soon Milton and
Marlo realize that they need each other to sort through the lies and possibly prevent the end of the world—if Bea
"Elsa" Bubb doesn't catch them first.
Calm the H*ck Down Disney Electronic Content
Miss Nelson must leave her class for a little while, and out of boredom the
children begin to act up. Miss Nelson finds out about this and calls on her
evil friend, the witch, Miss Viola Swamp. Just as in the previous book in
this series (Miss Nelson is Missing), Miss Swamp puts More...the children's
mischief to bed, and gets the kids working hard again

Curse of the Arctic Star Penguin
WHEN MILTON AND Marlo Fauster die in a marshmallow bear explosion, they get sent
straight to Heck, an otherworldly reform school. Milton can understand why his kleptomaniac
sister is here, but Milton is—or was—a model citizen. Has a mistake been made? Not according

to Bea “Elsa” Bubb, the Principal of Darkness. She doesn’t make mistakes. She personally
sees to it that Heck—whether it be home-ec class with Lizzie Borden, ethics with Richard
Nixon, or gym with Blackbeard the Pirate—is especially, well, heckish for the Fausters. Will
Milton and Marlo find a way to escape? Or are they stuck here for all eternity, or until they
turn 18, whichever comes first?
The Lightning Thief Paw Prints
Gerald tells of the very unusual animals he would add to the zoo, if he were in charge.
Bad Island Random House Books for Young Readers
The arrival of a strict substitute convinces Miss Nelson's students that they must get their teacher back.
Blimpo: The Third Circle of Heck Scholastic Inc.
Welcome to Wise Acres, where the sassy kids go. In the seventh installment of Heck, Dale E. Basye sends
Milton and Marlo Fauster to Wise Acres, the circle reserved for kids who sass back. In Wise Acres, the
cleverest, snarkiest, put-downiest kids debate and trade insults in Spite Club. But the new vice principal,
Lewis Carroll, has some curious plans to raise the profile—and the stakes—of the competition. Now a full-
fledged War of the Words will be broadcast through the afterlife. The winner will get the heck out of Heck
and go straight to heaven. And the loser? Well, the loser goes down . . . all the way down to the real h-e-
double-hockey-sticks. And Milton and Marlo are on opposite teams. Can they find a way out of Lewis
Carroll’s mad-as-a-hatter scheme? Or is one Fauster about to pay a permanent visit to the Big Guy
Downstairs?
Heck Superhero Quirk Books
While trying to find a new best friend after feuding with Rowley, middle-school slacker Greg Heffley is
warned by older family members that adolescence is a time to act more responsibly and to think seriously
about his future.
The Glass Castle Boyds Mills Press
The Spanish language edition of one of the world's most beloved picture books, Tikki Tikki Tembo. Tikki
tikki tembo-no sa rembo- chari bari ruchi-pip peri pembo! Three decades and more than one million copies
later children still love hearing about the boy with the long name who fell down the well. Arlene Mosel and
Blair Lent's classic re-creation of an ancient Chinese folktale has hooked legions of children, teachers, and
parents, who return, generation after generation, to learn about the danger of having such an honorable name
as Tikki tikki tembo-no sa rembo-chari bari ruchi-pip peri pembo. Tikki Tikki Tembo is the winner of the
1968 Boston Globe - Horn Book Award for Picture Books. This is the Spanish language edition.
Heck: Where the Bad Kids Go Open Road Media
In this mischievous and utterly original debut, Hansel and Gretel walk out of their own story and into eight
other classic Grimm-inspired tales. As readers follow the siblings through a forest brimming with menacing
foes, they learn the true story behind (and beyond) the bread crumbs, edible houses, and outwitted witches.
Fairy tales have never been more irreverent or subversive as Hansel and Gretel learn to take charge of their
destinies and become the clever architects of their own happily ever after.
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Heck: Where the Bad Kids Go Grand Central Publishing
Dale E. Basye sends Milton and Marlo to Snivel, the circle reserved for crybabies, for their latest hilarious escapade in
Heck. Snivel is a camp—a bummer camp—a dismal place where it's always raining, and Unhappy Campers are
besieged by swarms of strange mosquitoes that suck the color right out of them. Soon the Fausters discover that some
Unhappy Campers have been disappearing. So after Marlo gets chosen for a special project and never comes back,
Milton makes up his mind to find her and all the missing children. Can Milton find his sister and get the heck out of
Snivel? With the help of some new friends, his pet ferret, and Vincent Van Gogh's ear, he just might have a chance.
Snivel: The Fifth Circle of Heck Simon and Schuster
Percy Jackson is about to be kicked out of boarding school...again. And that's the least of his troubles. Lately,
mythological monsters and the gods of Mount Olympus seem to be walking straight out of the pages of
Percy's Greek mythology textbook and into his life. Book #1 in the NYT best-selling series, with cover art
from the feature film, The Lightning Thief.
Bad Little Children's Books Abrams Image
With more clever, dark humor and zany silliness, Dale E. Basye sends Milton and Marlo Fauster back
for thirds in another laugh-out-loud installment of the popular series Heck. After his second escape
from Bea "Elsa" Bubb, the Principal of Darkness, Milton Fauster makes his way to Blimpo—the circle
of the otherworldly reform school, Heck, where he's sure his friend Virgil is sentenced. Virgil's only
crime is being, well, plump. Milton has to wonder if that's really enough to justify eternal darnation.
And what Milton finds in Blimpo horrifies him. The overweight dead kids spend most of their time
running on giant human hamster wheels called DREADmills that detect and exploit their deepest
fears. The rest they spend eating Hambone Hank's barbecue—mystery meat that is delicious, but
suspiciously (to Milton, anyway) haunting. Every classroom has a huge TV screen showing happy
thin people who taunt Blimpo residents with a perfection they will never attain. Meanwhile, at her
new job in the devil's Infernship program, Milton's sister, Marlo, knows all about trying to achieve
perfection. And failing miserably. Can Milton get himself and Virgil out of Blimpo in time to rescue
Marlo, too? Or is Fauster the next delicacy on Bea "Elsa" Bubb's menu?
Heck Yearling
Dale E. Basye sends Milton and Marlo to Precocia, the circle reserved for kids who grow up too fast, for their
latest hilarious escapade in Heck. When Bea "Elsa" Bubb, the Principal of Darkness, tells Milton and Marlo
Fauster they've gotten too big for their britches, she sends them to Precocia, the circle of Heck for
smartypants kids who grow up too fast. There, the children learn adult jobs. William the Kid teaches bill
collection. Mozart teaches commercial jingles. And all the students are forced to act, dress, and talk like little
adults. Soon, the Fausters realize that Precocia's vice principals Napoleon and Cleopatra want more than to
hasten adulthood--they seem to want to eliminate childhood altogether. Can Milton and Marlo figure out
their plan in time to stop it? Heck is a school in the afterlife where bad kids go for all eternity, or until they
turn eighteen, whichever comes first. As in Dante's Inferno, there are nine circles of Heck, based on kids'
various vices.
Tikki Tikki Tembo (Spanish language edition) Square Fish
Six starred reviews! A bold and irreverent YA novel that powerfully reminds us that there are many different
types of remarkable, The Rest of Just Live Here is from novelist Patrick Ness, author of the Carnegie Medal-
and Kate Greenaway Medal-winning A Monster Calls and the critically acclaimed Chaos Walking trilogy.
What if you aren't the Chosen One? The one who's supposed to fight the zombies, or the soul-eating ghosts,
or whatever the heck this new thing is, with the blue lights and the death? What if you're like Mikey? Who
just wants to graduate and go to prom and maybe finally work up the courage to ask Henna out before
someone goes and blows up the high school. Again. Because sometimes there are problems bigger than this

week's end of the world, and sometimes you just have to find the extraordinary in your ordinary life. Even if
your best friend is worshipped by mountain lions. ALA Best Fiction for Young Adults * Cooperative
Children’s Book Center CCBC Choice * Michael Printz Award shortlist * Kirkus Best Book of the Year *
VOYA Perfect Ten * NYPL Top Ten Best Books of the Year for Teens * Chicago Public Library Best Teen
Books of the Year * Publishers Marketplace Buzz Books * ABC Best Books for Children * Bank Street Best
Books List
The Rest of Us Just Live Here Little, Brown
Lyle, Karen, Janie, and Reese must find a way off an island while they dodge strange and dangerous things on the
island.
The Smartest Kids in the World Diary of a Wimpy Kid Collectio
We just can’t get enough of the funny stuff kids say. We share our own children’s gems with friends and family. If
we’re smart, we write down these scraps of accidental poetry. And we turn them into books. Martin Bruckner is an
artist and father who not only recorded the sayings of his daughter, Harper, but used each as the inspiration for a work
of art. After posting them on social media, Bruckner became the artist that other parents sought out to transform their
own children’s funny words into artwork. Collected here are 100 mini-posters of pure delight, a marriage of the
children’s surprising wisdom and the artist’s nimble style, plus the occasional backstory that amplifies both. Every
parent will recognize the spirited declarations of personality—“I’m training to be a wolf.” The endearing
mangling of language—“Mommy, I don’t need your mouth to talk to me right now.” The creative mixing of
metaphors—“I need a tissue to wipe my feelings.” Those precious, heartbreaking outbursts without guile or
filters—“I only love you at the toy store.” Illustrated with sweetness and whimsy, each is a window into the
irresistible innocence of childhood, even if the sentiment is “Dad, please wipe the bum of this beautiful princess.”
Fibble: The Fourth Circle of Heck Simon and Schuster
Heck: Where the Bad Kids GoYearling
Pretty Little Devils Hylas Pub
A #1 New York Times bestseller, this innovative and wildly funny read-aloud by award-winning humorist/actor B.J.
Novak will turn any reader into a comedian—a perfect gift for any special occasion! You might think a book with no
pictures seems boring and serious. Except . . . here’s how books work. Everything written on the page has to be said
by the person reading it aloud. Even if the words say . . . BLORK. Or BLUURF. Even if the words are a preposterous
song about eating ants for breakfast, or just a list of astonishingly goofy sounds like BLAGGITY BLAGGITY and
GLIBBITY GLOBBITY. Cleverly irreverent and irresistibly silly, The Book with No Pictures is one that kids will beg to
hear again and again. (And parents will be happy to oblige.)
The Ugly Truth Yearling
"Listening to My Body is an engaging and interactive picture book that introduces children to the
practice of paying attention to their bodies. Through a combination of story, and simple experiential
activities, it guides them through the process of noticing and naming their feelings and the physical
sensations that accompany them so that they can build on their capacity to engage mindfully, self-
regulate and develop a deeper sense of well-being."--
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